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Extension/consolidation ideas & self-access resources 
 

To improve my reading, I can… 

- Spend 10 minutes a day revising vocabulary using the vocabulary booklet. I can 

use the ‘look/cover/check’ method, make flashcards or use Memrise/Quizlet 

- Spend 15 minutes a week completing reading exercises on GoChinese 

- Set my phone to Chinese and try to text my friends in Chinese 

- Post on the Edmodo group in Chinese 

- Read 1 article a week on Chairman’s Bao  

To improve my writing, I can… 

- Spend 5 minutes a day copying characters using the copy sheets in the yellow 

booklet, paying close attention to stroke order 

- Make a list of the characters I often write incorrectly and practise writing 

these until I have learnt how to write them from memory 

- Write rainbow characters to help me remember how to write complicated 

characters 

- Get instant feedback on my stroke order by using the Hello Chinese app 

- Use my tracker to look up new linking words and experiment with using these in 

my writing 

- Write to my Chinese penfriend  

To improve my listening, I can… 

- Record myself reading vocabulary lists on my phone and then listen to the words 

and see if I can remember what they mean 

- Spend 15 minutes a week completing listening exercises on GoChinese 

- Practise listening to the 4 tones on GoChinese 

- Get instant feedback on my pronunciation by using the Hello Chinese app 

- Listen to 1 article a week on Chairman’s Bao  

- Listen to Chinese songs on the lyriclaoshi website 

To improve my speaking, I can… 

- Record myself reading new vocabulary and then listen to the pronunciation on 

pleco and see if I can hear the difference 

- Use Chinese as much as possible in lessons 

- Read the textbook texts out loud and record myself, then listen to check 

the accuracy of my pronunciation 

  


